
CONFERENCE DAY ONE: TUESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2018

TURNING TO MEET THE FUTURE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
The opening day of the conference will assess the role of the OPV within an evolving maritime security environment. As the mission brief grows 
increasingly diverse, and with higher-intensity maritime operations a possibility, there is a need to establish what the next generation of OPVs 
should look like, and to identify how the patrol vessel can be better integrated to support the operations of the wider battle and constabulary 
fleet. The discussion will necessarily raise topics including modularity, survivability and interoperability.

08:00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

09:00 OPENING REMARKS FROM THE OPV18 CHAIRMAN
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)

09:15 HOST NATION KEYNOTE ADDRESS
 Rear Admiral Nick Hine, Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Policy),   
 Royal Navy

09:45 OPENING KEYNOTE: ADAPTING TO FACE AN EVOLVING   
 MARITIME SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
 • Placing NATO’s maritime security framework in a global  
  context
 • Characterising the future threat in the maritime domain. As  
  sessing NATO’s readiness for high-intensity operations at sea
 • Situating the OPV within the future surface fleet. How might the   
  C4ISR capabilities of the OPV be leveraged to support  
  deployed operations, and what that mean for the platform’s   
  role? 
 Vice Admiral Ketil Olsen, Norwegian Military Representative,   
 NATO

10:15 PANEL DISCUSSION: THE ROLE OF THE OPV THROUGH TO 2030
 • How should the future threat context be characterised for   
  the maritime domain? Does the threat of high-intensity  
  operations necessitate a fresh approach to maritime security   
  strategy and capability development?
 • Does the sheer volume of maritime security missions challenge  
  the concept of a multi-mission OPV?
 • How can regional information sharing initiatives be improved to  
  support multi-national approaches to maritime security   
  enforcement?
 Moderator:
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)
 Panellists:
 Captain Charles Bamele, Operational Coordination Director,   
 Permanent Secretariat of the Inter-ministerial Committee for State   
 Action at Sea, Office of the Prime Minister of the Ivory Coast
 Colonel Pascal Cheylan, Maritime Security Policy, Secretariat De   
 La Mer
 Senior Representative, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia
 Nick Childs, Senior Fellow, Naval Forces and Maritime Security, IISS

10:45 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

11:30 INTEROPERABLE MARITIME SECURITY: THE STATE ACTION  
 AT SEA PRINCIPLE
 • Deploying surface assets successfully across the spectrum of   
  maritime security missions; countering terrorism, piracy, drug-  
  trafficking, illegal migration and environmental threats
 • Enhancing the interoperable enforcement of maritime security.   
  Fusing assets, information and training
 • Improving the exchange and quality of maritime surveillance as  
  a means to strengthen the response to threats at sea
 Colonel Pascal Cheylan, Maritime Security Policy, General   
 Secretariat of the Sea, Office of the French Prime Minister

12:00 ENFORCING MARITIME SECURITY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
  •  Outlining the role that Operation Sophia plays as part of the
  wider EU efforts to enhance maritime security off the coast of Libya
 •  How does EUNAVFOR MED address the challenge of illegal
  migration in the Mediterranean and disrupt the Migrant
  Smuggling and Human Trafficking business model?
 •  The importance of the comprehensive approach and international  
  coordination to support effective deterrence and prevention
 Confirmed Representative, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia

12:30 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:00 DEPLOYING THE CUTTERS TO ENFORCE US NATIONAL   
 SECURITY
 • Supporting high endurance for the cutters on operation
 • Using the cutters as a command and control platform to   
  support helicopter operations
 • Sustaining legacy vessels to best effect in readiness for long-  
  range missions
 • Deploying USCG assets to support regional maritime security   
  and to gap fill ashore communications in the immediate   
  aftermath of disaster
 Captain Mike Davanzo, Incoming Chief, Office of Cutter   
 Forces, US Coast Guard 

14:30 INTEGRATING MARITIME PATROL WITHIN THE IVORY   
 COAST’S MARITIME SECURITY STRATEGY
 • Countering threats to maritime security in the Gulf of Guinea.   
  Protecting national and regional shipping interests    
  and countering maritime criminality
 • Leveraging patrol vessels to support continuous maritime   
  surveillance. Closing gaps in coverage
 • Putting the Ivory Coast’s maritime security strategy into   
  practice. Developing interagency collaboration and regional   
  cooperation to lessen the demand on existing capability
 Captain Charles Bamele, Operational Coordination Director,   
 Permanent Secretariat of the Inter-ministerial Committee for State   
 Action at Sea, Office of the Prime Minister of the Ivory Coast

15:00  AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING

15:45 ARE YOU READY TO MEET THE SYMMETRIC BATTLEFIELD?
 • In a changing world, navies once more need to focus on   
  protecting national borders and safeguarding vital    
  sea transport and communication routes
 • The need for OPV community to prepare themselves for facing   
  an adversary with the same, or better, technical capabilities
 • Shifting training focus from asymmetric operations such as   
  pirate hunting, to preparation for projecting sea power and   
  delivering a decisive outcome on todays and tomorrows   
  symmetric battlefield
 • How can the four dimensional training arena at FMV Naval   
  Test, Training and Exercise Ranges support training    
  and exercise for ongoing and future operations?
 Mr Jonas Linde, Director Marketing & Sales, Senior Flight Test   
 Engineer, T&E Division, FMV

16:15 PATROLLING AN INCREASINGLY COMPLEX MARITIME   
 DOMAIN
 • Assessing the impact that an increasingly contested maritime   
  domain will have on supposedly less complex maritime  
  security and constabulary missions
 • Understanding how an evolving security environment might   
  blur requirements for the future surface fleet
 • Situating the OPV within future operations. Determining a   
  reasonable threshold for survivability and armament
 Nick Childs, Senior Fellow, Naval Forces and Maritime Security, IISS

16:45 CLOSING REMARKS FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)

17:00 CLOSE OF DAY ONE
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO: WEDNESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 2018

DESIGN, BUILD, DEPLOY, SUSTAIN 
Day Two will advance the approach to OPV design, build and sustainment. With reference to recent acquisitions and on-going procurements, it will identify 
the critical capabilities which need to be baked-in at the construction stage, including automation, and will assess the reasonable limits of modularity and 
open architecture design. This day will also target more sophisticated and predictive approaches to vessel maintenance, with a view not only to extending 
the life cycle of the platform, but to supporting the near-continuous operation necessary for a patrol-orientated platform. Post-lunch sessions will provide an 
opportunity to examine collaborative European approaches to maritime security enforcement, as a means to inform both future design and the demands 
of a multi-mission brief. The OPV as an advanced information-receiver will be an integral theme of the discussions.

08:00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

09:00 OPENING REMARKS FROM THE OPV CHAIRMAN
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)
 

BUILDING AND DELIVERING NEW CAPABILITY

09:15 INTEGRATING THE ARCTIC OFFSHORE PATROL VESSELS   
 (AOPVS) AS PART OF A JOINED UP APPROACH TO   
 MARITIME SECURITY
 • Exploiting the design of the Royal Canadian Navy’s AOPV’s   
  to deliver an effective security and SAR presence within and   
  without the Arctic
 • Using the OPV as an enabler to support warfare from the   
  backline; the vessel as a command and control hub and long-  
  range surveillance asset
 • Integrating helicopters and deployable land vehicles to   
  increase the vessel’s ability to detect and respond
 • Delivering a reasonable baseline for tactical and strategic   
  communications, and employing sea containers to enhance   
  modularity and support a multi-role capability
 Commander Corey Gleason, Commanding Officer AOPV, Royal  
 Canadian Navy

09:45 SUSTAINABILITY BY DESIGN
 • Baking-in life cycle extension at the design phase
 • Delivering a technical architecture which will support a more   
  predictive approach to status reporting and maintenance
 • Reducing risk during the design and build phase. Ensuring   
  Spain’s OPVs serviceability and availability for operations. ESP   
  Navy Condition-based maintenance(CBM) approach.
 Commander Cipriano Pereira, Programme Section, Logistics   
 Division, Spanish Navy

10:15 INTEGRATING UPGRADED OPV CAPABILITY FOR THE   
 PORTUGUESE NAVY
 • The Portuguese Navy’s ongoing OPV project. Developing patrol   
  vessel capability as a satisfactory replacement for the corvette
 • Integrating the OPV to enable the execution of multiple   
  maritime security operations. Sustaining sufficient baseline   
  capability for each mission set 
 • Sustaining the OPV on operation to support a continuous patrol  
  capability
 • Effectively integrating unmanned systems to improve the range  
  of patrol
 Captain Nuno Bulcao Sarmento, Chief, Plans Division,   
 Portuguese Navy

10:45 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

DEPLOYING, MAINTAINNIG AND SUSTAINING THE FLEET

11:15  THE ROYAL NAVY OF OMAN’S EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING OPVs
 • Operating the Al-Afouq Class patrol vessels as a satisfactory   
  replacement for fast attack craft patrol vessels
 • Sustaining a rapid patrol capability in an extended area of   
  operations
 • Balancing the capabilities of the corvette and the patrol   
  vessel. Improving survivability to support maritime security   
  enforcement for the complex environment
 Captain Ali bin Moosa bin Sulieman Al Balushi, Director of   
 Operations, Royal Navy of Oman

11:45  SUSTAINING JAMAICA’S UPDATED OPV CAPABILITY
 • Integrating an updated surface fleet to enhance maritime security   
  in the Caribbean 
 • Avoiding delayed detection and response in Jamaica’s AOR
 • Delivering a support model which can support the decisive   
  contribution of the OPV to regional security enforcement
 Captain David Chin Fong, Inspector General, Jamaica Defence  
 Force

12:15 INTEGRATING AIR CAPABILITY ON OPV OPERATIONS
 • Using airborne capability to extend the range and reach of the   
  patrol vessel
 • Integrating and sustaining helicopters aboard the OPV
 • Using the OPV as a node for launching airborne maritime   
  operations
 Captain Maritime Mohamad Izhar bin Hassan, Air Station   
 Commander & Acting Air Operation Director, Malaysian   
 Maritime Enforcement Agency

12:45 NETWORKING LUNCH
 

EUROPEAN CAPABILITIES IN PRACTICE

14:00 SUPPORTING THE UK’S ECONOMIC SECURITY AT SEA
 • Preparing to deploy the Royal Navy’s new patrol vessel to   
  enforce the UK’s economic security
 • Deploying a multi-role capability to sustain a high level of   
  situational awareness and a rapid response 
 • Enhancing command and control for the patrol vessel on   
  operation
 Commander Sarah Oakley, Commander Fishery Protection   
 Squadron, Royal Navy

14:30 BORDER FORCE MARITIME CAPABILITY, OPERATIONS AND   
 THE FUTURE
 • Setting the context of Border Force maritime operations
 • The vessels we operate
 • How we operate
 • Our work in the UK and in also support of FRONTEX Search   
  and Rescue migrant operations
 • Our joint working and interoperability with partners
 • What we require from our vessels and their capability
 • Looking to the future and requirements from future platforms
 Confirmed Representative, Border Force

15:00 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF NETWORKING THE   
 MULTINATIONAL SURFACE FLEET
 • Coordinating multinational approaches to maritime interdiction   
  and search and rescue. Integrating approaches to training and  
  mission planning
 • Increasing the rapidity and range of the maritime security operation
 • The patrol vessel as the focal point of the joined up operation.   
  Leveraging C2 aboard the OPV
 Mr Georgios Vourekas, Head Sea Border Sector, FRONTEX

15:30 AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO: WEDNESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 2018

16:00 HOW WILL THE SURFACE FLEET EVOLVE TO FACE THE   
 FUTURE MARITIME ENVIRONMENT?
 • Assessing the character of future operations in the maritime   
  domain. The role of enhanced information sharing and 
  situational awareness in supporting the sustainable    
  deployment of the surface fleet
 • Leveraging a multinational, multi-asset approach to address   
  an increasingly complex mission brief. Investing in    
  joint capability development projects to increase capacity 
 • Where will the OPV fit within future deployed operations?   
 Captain Lars Schuemann, Branch Chief Concept    
 Development, Concept & Capability Directorate, EUMS

16:30 CLOSING Q&A: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE –    
 DESIGNING AND BUILDING THE NEXT GENERATION OF OPVS
 • Is the current OPV blueprint fit for purpose in the context of an   
  evolving maritime security environment? Should the    
  capabilities of the next generation of OPVs be adapted to   
  ensure they can better enable the future fighting force?
 • Addressing the question of modularity. Is a truly multi-mission   
  platform conceivable, or must versatility always create a   
  compromise on capability for the OPV operator?
 • What are the limits of the OPV in terms of capability and   
  survivability? When is an OPV too capable to be described as   
  an OPV?
 • Limiting vessel down-time and supporting continuous   
  operation by enhancing the approach to maintenance. Moving  
  beyond planned maintenance and towards a point-of-need   
  approach to patrol vessel MRO
 

 Moderator:
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN) 
 Panellists:
 Commander Corey Gleason, Commanding Officer AOPV, Royal   
 Canadian Navy
 Captain Nuno Bulcao Sarmento, Chief, Plans Division, 
 Portuguese Navy
 Commander Cipriano Pereira, Programme Section, Logistics   
 Division, Spanish Navy
 Captain Lars Schuemann, Branch Chief Concept Development,   
 Concept & Capability Directorate, EUMS
 Captain David Chin Fong, Inspector General, Jamaica Defence   
 Force

17:10 CLOSING REMARKS FROM THE OPV CHAIRMAN
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)
 
17:20  CLOSE OF CONFERENCE
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CONFERENCE DAY THREE: THURSDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 2018

GLOBAL UPGRADES & ACQUISITIONS
Day three of the conference will examine non-European upgrades to existing fleets, as well as future plans and acquisitions. As the OPV 
continues to demonstrate sophisticated C2 and situational awareness capabilities, there are new opportunities to leverage the vessel as part 
of the broader naval network. The OPV must be increasingly interoperable and data-driven, if it is to exceed the limits of conventional maritime 
security operations to enable the future surface fleet.

08:00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

09:00 OPENING REMARKS
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)

09:15 DELIVERING A NEXT-GENERATION MULTI-PURPOSE   
 PATROL CAPABILITY
 • Delivering the new generation of OPV 93
 • Supporting interoperable and modular capabilities for a diverse  
  regional security environment
 • Further upgrading Colombia’s surface fleet to ensure an   
  effective capability balance
 Vice Admiral Javier Diaz Reina, President, Cotecmar,    
 Colombian Navy
  
 0945  ENHANCING C2 AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS TO   
 INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE OPV
 • Operational experiences of deploying the RMN’s updated OPV  
  fleet. Deploying effectively in the littoral zone
 • Improving the accuracy of short-range detection for smaller   
  threats 
 • Improving command and control on mission by enhancing   
  sensor fusion on board. - Taking advantage of    
  improved sensing to deliver rapid response
 First Admiral Muhammad Ruzelme bin Ahmad Fahimy,   
 Commander Readiness Command, Royal Malaysian Navy

10:15 ACQUIRING OFFSHORE PATROL VESSELS TO SUPPORT   
 THE GHANA NAVY’S ENFORCEMENT OF REGIONAL   
 MARITIME SECURITY
 • Meeting the requirements of maritime security enforcement in   
  the Gulf of Guinea
 • Delivering a capability which is interoperable with existing   
  regional assets. Supporting information exchange for Ghana’s   
  future vessels
 • Identifying the necessary baseline capability for Ghana’s OPV   
  requirement. Delivering a robust multi-role platform which can   
  detect, deter and respond to piracy and drug smuggling
 Commodore Isaac Osei-Kuffuor, Flag Officer Commanding,   
 Western Naval Command, Ghana Navy

10:45 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

11:15 SRI LANKA’S ONGOING OPV PROJECT
 • Deploying the advanced offshore patrol vessels to effectively   
  enforce Sri Lanka’s EEZ
 • Supporting a far-reaching surveillance and rapid response   
  function for an extensive area of operations
 • Integrating updated capability with the existing surface fleet.   
  Overcoming limitations to interoperability
 Rear Admiral Ruwan Perera, Area Commander South Eastern   
 Naval Command, Sri Lanka Navy

11:45 MAINTAINING THE PATROL FLEET
 • Procuring and converting legacy vessels to refresh the surface  
  fleet
 • Delivering effective MRO and logistics for a legacy patrol fleet.   
  Extending the life of the OPV
 • Long-term development plans for Bangladesh’s naval fleet
 Commodore Mohammed Mahbub-Ul-Islam, Directorate Naval   
 Plans, Bangladesh Armed Forces

12:15 SENIOR LEADERS PANEL: THE OPV AS AN EFFECTIVE   
 FORCE MULTIPLIER: BALANCING AFFORDABILITY AND   
 CAPABILITY
 • Assessing the OPV’s viability as a capability within the current   
  threat context. How can the platform serve as an effective force  
  multiplier for the fleet?
 • Leveraging the situational awareness and C2 capabilities of the  
  OPV to support more rapid detection and response
 • What level of survivability does the OPV need to attain if it is to   
  be deployed to a more complex operating environment? 
 • Better networking the OPV in the context of joint operations
 Moderator:
 Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)
 Panellists:
 Vice Admiral Javier Diaz Reina, President, Cotecmar,    
 Colombian Navy
 Rear Admiral Ruwan Perera, Area Commander South Eastern   
 Naval Command, Sri Lanka Navy
 Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman, Director General, Pakistan   
 Maritime Security Agency (Subject to Final Confirmation)
 Commodore Isaac Osei-Kuffuor, Flag Officer Commanding,   
 Western Naval Command, Ghana Navy
 First Admiral Muhammad Ruzelme bin Ahmad Fahimy,   
 Commander Readiness Command, Royal Malaysian Navy
 Senior Representative, Royal Thai Navy 

13:00 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:00 DEPLOYING THE OPV AS A COMMAND SHIP IN THE   
 CONTEXT OF MARITIME SECURITY ENFORCEMENT
 • Deploying the new Hingol-class maritime patrol vessel to   
  support a robust approach to the demands of search and   
  rescue and EEZ operations
 • Leveraging OPVs and MPVs as task-force command ships to   
  coordinate an integrated response to regional security threats
 • Exceeding baseline maritime security and policing. What are   
  the OPV’s limits as a maritime security enforcer, and  how  
  should they be armed to contribute effectively to  
  counter-piracy?
 Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman, Director General, Pakistan   
 Maritime Security Agency

14:30 ADJUSTING FOR A DIVERSE MISSION BRIEF
 • Arming the RTN’s next generation of OPVs to support   
  enhanced survivability for deployed operations
 • Coping with a diverse mission brief; balancing the capabilities   
  of the OPV to support both routine maritime patrol and disaster  
  relief operations
 • Expanding the vessel’s range by developing on-board sensors  
  and propulsion
 Flag Officer, Royal Thai Navy

15:00 AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING
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CONFERENCE DAY THREE: THURSDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 2018

CLOSING ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS: A ROADMAP FOR FUTURE OPV DESIGN, DEPLOYMENT AND SUSTAINMENT

15:30 These concluding roundtables will condense the discussions of the preceding two days to assess the critical issues that will determine the  
future design and role of the OPV. 

Delegates will have the opportunity to circulate among multiple roundtables as the discussions proceed.

16:30 Q&A: ROUNDTABLE MODERATORS FEEDBACK TO THE CONFERENCE CHAIR
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)

Nick Childs, Senior Fellow Naval Forces and Maritime Security, IISS

Robert Veal, Lecturer in Law, University of Southampton

17:00 CLOSING REMARKS FROM THE OPV CHAIRMAN 
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce Williams (RN)

17:15 CLOSE OF CONFERENCE

ROUNDTABLE A:  
UPSCALING SURVIVABILITY
• Is there really a supporting role for the 

OPV in the warfighting context?
• Should enhanced survivability be an 

integral feature of the next generation of  
 OPVs?
• Does the future OPV need to be more 

heavily armed if it is to support  
intelligence-gathering from the backline?

• How much offensive capability is too 
much? The OPV as a credible deterrent

Roundtable Leader:
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Bruce  
Williams (RN), Chair, OPV18

ROUNDTABLE B:  
THE OPV AS ENABLER
• What are the obstacles to enhanced data 

fusion for the OPV? 
• How can the C4ISR capabilities of the 

OPV be leveraged to support heightened  
domain awareness for the surface fleet?

• Finding opportunities to improve the 
accurate detection and validation  
of maritime threats. Increasing  
surveillance range

ROUNDTABLE C:  
DIGITAL SHIPS
• How can automation and digital 

capability be baked-in at the design  
 phase?
• Automation and international maritime 

law. Establishing a realistic timeline for  
applying automation to the naval surface  
fleet

• How can predictive approaches to 
maintenance be integrated within the  
OPV support model?

• Making enhanced condition-monitoring a 
feature of future builds. Investing in a  
longer life cycle from point of  

 procurement

Roundtable Leader:
Robert Veal, Lecturer in Law,  
University of Southampton

ROUNDTABLE D:  
MODULARITY BY DESIGN
• Implementing modularity from the de 

sign phase to support multiple mission  
 sets
• How can modularity be made a feature 

of design without compromising on  
baseline capability?

• Rapidly adding capability. Creating a 
blueprint which allows for “plug  
and play” modular capability

ROUNDTABLE E:  
THE FUTURE MARITIME SECURITY 
ENVIRONMENT
• Assessing the requirements of multiple 

maritime security missions.  
Counter-piracy versus EEZ protection,  
counter-narcotics and search and rescue

• Training the OPV crew to adapt to a 
broad mission brief

• Does the future threat landscape require 
a fresh approach to OPV capability  

 development?

Roundtable Leader: 
Nick Childs, Senior Fellow, Naval   
Forces and Maritime Security, IISS

ROUNDTABLE F:  
UNMANNED SYSTEMS
• Launching unmanned systems from the 

OPV. Challenges for integration and  
 training
• Using the unmanned platform to heighten 

situational awareness for the patrol vessel
• Finding space to store and operate 

unmanned platforms from aboard   
the ship. Taking advantage of modularity
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